i .e . .I (1) denotes the number of a's not exceeding -ir . Some time ago I conjectured that if (at, /') = 1 then every sufficiently large integer is the suns of distinct summands of the form Recently Birch [1] has proved this conjecture . his proof being elementary but ingenious and difficult .
Further I conjectured that if the sequence A satisfies , .r,k t 'a,, -1 and is such that-every arithmetic progression contains at least one integer which is the sum of distinct (Cs, 1-hen every sufficiently large integer is the sum of distinct a's . Then every suficiently large 0 number is the were of (discinet (I's. so that the number of integer, x which are the sum of distinct a's is .--sx for x>x, .
It is easy to see that the first theorem of Cassels contains Birch's result . The ingenious proof of Cassels is analytic and uses the method of Hardy Littlewood .
The second theorem of Cassels clearly shows that my conjecture is wrong, but then my old result is perhaps not entirely without interest . In fact, I have succeeded in strengthening it somewhat . In this note I am going to prove the following :
THEOREM . Let C be a sufficiently large integer, and a, a, . . . an: infinite sequence of integers satisfying (1 -i) (0) A (x) > C x (rs-1)1 for or a,.`( t y l for I > ro . l J Assume further that every arithmetic progression contains at least one integer which is the sum of distinct a's. Then every sufficiently large integer is the sum o f distinct a's .
It would be interesting to know, especially in view of the second theorem of Cassels, whether the exponent in (0) can be improved . I have not succeeded in doing this, but perhaps an improvement of my method will give the Theorem if (0) is replaced by A (x) > x"'-'+e for every r > 0 if x > :xo (s) . Perhaps the Theorem remains true if we only assume A (x) > C,,-r' 12 , but a simple argument shows that A(x) > Cx 11' is not sufficient if C < 1 2 . In fact, the following simple result holds : Let a,, < a, Ir' ; ck Assume a,.
---where c is an absolute constant . Then for all sufficiently large k, ak a l -a . . . ak•_ , . It is easy to see that this result is, the best possible in the following sense : Let / tend to infinity arbitrarily slowly with k . Then there exists aa sequence a, -, a, < . . . satisfying k2 T k-i ak, < for which limsup(a,,.-a-,•) = oo . This of course implies that there are infinitely many integers which are not sums of distinet a ' s . We leave the simple proofs of these statements to the reader .
First we prove three lemmas . 
If there are more than 2k integers satisfying (3) for some k, then two of them, say -u and v, satisfy v -u C 10nf 2k Z and (1) is satisfied . Thus to complete the proof of our Lemma it suffices to show that for some k there must be more than 2k integers satisfying (3) . Assume that this is false . Then since ,f (m) < Z we obtain
where t [21o92 and f(m) is extended over those m in (c, d) for First of all we can assume that the number of a's is at least k, for otherwise our Lemma is trivial .
If the unit element of G cannot be represented in the form / 7 av , then all the elements a17 a,-a2, . . ., a,-a2 • . . . • ah are distinct and our Lemma is proved . Thus we can assume that the unit can be represented in the for rri-7J a' and let ai , . . .ai, be its shortest representation (s < k Lemma 3 is well known . If the sums x1 , x1 X ., , . . . , x1 = . . . + x,, are all incongruent modr, one of the sums is 0 and there is nothing to prove . If X, x1 -. . . + xA'2 (mod i'), k 1 < k ., ± r, then rA.,+1 + .. . XkC . , 0 (modr), which proves the Lemma . Now we can prove our Theorem . Put a = II 3-1) and 
--1(aa)-cr ;, , . . . . r ; y; P, 1' . asp if < a =_;2a-so that every residue class mode T is the sum of distinct a's from the sequence (13 ) .
Henceforth we shall consider only those solutions of (12) where each a occurs in only one of the equations (12) can be written as the sums of distinct a's ; in fact, they can be written as the distinct sums of solutions of (12) (now we can only assert f;. ;' --ir._r < 2T) . Suppose we have already defined x" r x, 1 . Take the T ;smallest b's which do not occur in the representation of x17 X'.._1 . By Lemma 3 the sum of some of them is a multiple of T ; this defines X k-Clearly x~.-oo but the x7~are not necessarily monotonically increasing . Every b occurs in the representation of at most one x,-, and it clearly follows from Lemma 3 that there are fewer than T b's which never occur as summands for some xk . A ow we prove (17) :rl .,_ LT and for all k > I (1 ) J'~.
-LT
Assume that (17) and (18) are already proved . Then it is easy to see that every integer (16) is the sum of distinct a's where the numbers (13) are not used. First of all we have already shown that the numbers (15) (i .e . numbers of the form Lu + sT, 0 _--~ s L) are the sums of distinct a's, where the numbers (13) and the a's which occur as summands in the xk have not been used . Thus all numbers (16) of the interval (Lit + x1f Lu+LT + ,x1 ) are the sums of distinct a's, and by (17) this implies that all numbers (16) of the interval (Lu, Lu+LT+x1 ) are the sums of distinct a's . .Assume that we have already shown that all numbers (16) of the interval ( .Lu , Li .u d-LT + x1 ',-. . . + xk _1) are the sums of distinct a's . Clearly all numbers (16) of (Lu+xk,•, Ln+LT+x1 + . . .+xk_1+xk) are the sums of distinct a's . By (18) this implies that all numbers (16) of (Lac, Lu+LT+ -~-x 1 -~-. . . + ;-q .) are the sums of distinct a's (the numbers (13) are clearly not used as summands) . Thus clearly every number (16) is the sum of distinct a's, and our proof is complete .
Thus to prove our Theorem we only have to prove (17) and (18). First we show (17). By (6), (8), (10), (11), (12) and (14) we have 1) 10n-80n' -a But (21) clearly follows from a2 H-a = 1 for sufficiently large C and n-(since the numerator of the right side is larger than the numerator of the left and the denominator is smaller and c ., can be neglected) . Thin (17) is proved .
In the proof of (18) we will often omit the simple but tedious computations ( 1 ) . Denote by a,, the greatest a which occurs in the representation of v,, . . . . x,,_, . By the definitions of x,, we have (22) x1,. < To y -' -T Assume first a y <a, + , (a1 _ 1 , . . . . ai ±z were the Z largest a's in (11 ;1'2, uj to which we applied lemma 1 ; these as did not occur amongst the b's) . Then there are at most 21' a's not exceeding a y which do not occur as summands in the representation of the x1, 1 f k-1 (i .e. the R T numbers (13) and possibly T Vs . Thus (26) implies, by a simple computation (as in the proof of (20) Via t C, Since 1 1/(j +r) > 1l'a for sufficiently small F ( ;3 1, a = ~~._ ;-1) 2} . it will suffice to show (30) for y > L°, and this follows by a simple computation using (12), (14) asT a -1 and 13 > a . Assume next that (3 = a but (9) holds . Put A () ; ra r By (10) we have 
> "which again follows by a simple computation using (19) and (32) (it again suffices to show (36) for y = L°) .
Finally . f 1)r2( > ra, we have by (34) for ce = c~{E ) (37) ~' a-j e ?t1-r1 " (" -)
1 ai<(y-1)i2
Thus we have to show that 3 it cE y 1 = 37 ' C ' o r , f o r s u f f i c i e n t l y l a r g e C , (38) Indeed (38) is trivial for sufficiently large C' and n, since front a,,(y + 1) 2l > a , y > A(ii) > Caa and by (19) we have T < 80n-/C .
In the third case (7) hold ;, . By (7) As before, it suffices to prove (39) for y = L" . By (8), (11) and (1)) . (39) follows from U2_1 a = 1 by a simple computation for sufficiently large C and n (if n is large y -= .L" is also large) .
Thus the proof of our Theorem is complete .
